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OLAP(Online Analytical Processing)  cubes.

The OLAP cubes used in these ARGOS dashboards allow you to view your data in a pre-defined 
order.

However, you can reorganize your data using the provided “Dimensions” in many different ways.

With OLAP cubes you can very quickly  add calculated fields called “Measures”, generate charts 
and download these visuals for presentation purposes.

For these more advanced features, we encourage you to attend an ARGOS  training session.

An example is provided below:



Changing how you 
view data in an OLAP 
cube.
Here, you can see the result of clicking on 
the dimension button on the Headcount 
Summary  OLAP cube.

Drag Department and Major to “Available”. 
Move  Entry action  before College. 

Apply your changes.



Changing how you 
view data in an OLAP 
cube.

Here, you can see the result of clicking on 
an entry action at the topmost level.  This 
summary is broken out by Entry Action 
then by College.



Create a group from 
an existing dimension
Drag ethnicity over to your Rows and then 
click on the gear next to Ethnic in your 
dimension editor. 



Create a group from 
an existing dimension
With Root highlighted, click on New Group.

You can then edit the group and call this 
Minority.

Drag all the ethnicities  that you want to 
include  under minorities to this new group .



Create a group from 
an existing dimension
With Root highlighted, click on New Group.

Similarly, create another Group “Majority” 
and drag all  majority ethnicities to this 
group.

Apply your changes. And view the results 



View in OLAP with  a custom group
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